
Subject: I need help! A real amp challenge….
Posted by Tony on Fri, 05 Oct 2007 04:24:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I have a Crate GX-212+ combo amplifier that I bought in 1996.  In about 2000, lightning struck my
house and did something to the amp.  A guitar cable was connected to the amp’s input, with
the other end not connected to anything and lying on the hardwood/concrete floor in the
basement.  I figure the current must’ve entered through the guitar cable, since I saw burn
marks on the disconnected end’s tip and that the area of hardwood flooring underneath it was
basically damaged (Dad was pissed!) Prior to the lightning strike, the amp was flawless and
awesome.  But since then, here’s how the amp is thru now:– When powered on and guitar
connected, the amp is ALWAYS stuck in the distortion channel.  The distortion is not that heavy,
probably where the distortion level was when lightning struck.  - Pushing the channel
switch/button does nothing.  - Not sure if the clean channel works or not, since it won’t switch
out of the distortion channel.  - The increase of actual volume level is limited at ‘2’ even
though I can still turn the knob up to the ‘10’-mark.- All other controls (e.g., EQ, reverb,
shape) still seem to work fine. - I removed and inspected the circuit board and found NO burn
marks, exploded capacitors, or anything that would be considered obviously broken or damaged.
For a long time, I did nothing about this, but after remembering how much I really enjoyed the
amp, I would like to fix it somehow before I take it to a repair shop (the diagnostic fee itself may
not be worth the repair).Based on this description, is it obvious to anyone where the issue lies or
what I can do to fix the (1) channel switch and (2) volume limiting issues?Any help or ideas are
appreciated.  Thanks in advance!-Tony
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